THE PREMIER web-based information technology reports library designed exclusively for the academic community

Continually updated and fully searchable, FAITS contains hundreds of carefully researched, plainly written, and easy-to-understand IT, security, and communications technology reports.

Enjoy unlimited, simultaneous user access at each one of your institution’s campus libraries, campus schools, or departments for one low price for an entire year.

Ideally suited for …

- IT and business students
- College and university IT and business professors
- IT and business online-based curriculum educators
- College and university administrators

Preview hundreds of authoritative, focused, and practical reports at absolutely no cost or obligation.

Also inside …

Faulkner Security Management Practices
Insightful, real-world reports for helping IT and security students and faculty understand today’s complex security and business continuity challenges. FREE, no-obligation preview available.
FAITS reports are designed to help students, instructors, and administrators learn about and keep pace with the critical technologies and products driving the IT, security, and communications industries. Topical coverage areas include IT infrastructure, telecommunications, wireless technology, data networking, IT security, convergence, enterprise systems, the internet, and more.

Browse by subject area, report type, or quickly search the entire library by keyword. The database search engine is fast and highly responsive. Reports are listed by relevancy to the search and contain capsule summaries to help users determine their specific usefulness. The engine also makes it quick and easy to find related reports.

Convenient links to several online technology and business news resources, as well as direct links to a wealth of bibliographic resources covering computer science, mathematics, and more, are included.

Here are just a few ways students, instructors, and administrators are putting FAITS to work:

**Students**
- Prepare for exams, oral presentations, and in-class discussions.
- Organize research and prepare content-rich term papers.
- Learn about emerging technologies and their impact on business and society.
- Prepare for internship and postgraduation interviews.

**Instructors**
- Enrich curriculum and text support materials.
- Develop ideas for new courses.
- Organize classroom discussion around pertinent FAITS reports.
- Use FAITS reports as source materials when writing journal articles, books, or preparing for public presentations.

**Administrators**
- Keep in front of emerging technologies and understand how these technologies can play a role in helping improve administrative and operational performance.
- Discover ways technology can help contain essential, but often times costly, IT expenditures.
- Become technology savvy and communicate more effectively with students, department heads, instructors, IT personnel, and administrative staff.

A broad range of reports help you navigate the technology landscape.

- **Technology Tutorial reports** provide concise information and detail about mature and emerging technologies.
- **Marketplace reports** offer an excellent way to stay current on all the latest trends and advances in the IT and communications market segments you care about.
- **Implementation Guide reports** provide professionals with the know-how to keep a project running smoothly and on budget.
- **Product Profile reports** provide a compact summary of the leading products and suppliers, examine product strengths and limitations, and analyze current pricing strategies.
- **Company Profile reports** review business goals, sales and marketing strategies, and financial footing of the leading vendors.
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SMP offers insightful, real-world reports to help IT and security students and faculty understand today’s complex security and business continuity challenges. Monthly reports discuss and dissect the critical issues and topics that matter most …

PREVIEW and

No cost. No obligation.

We invite you to find out for yourself why more students, instructors, and administrators are putting FAITS and SMP reports to work every day. For a free, no-strings attached preview, contact us at:

Jeanne Andricola
Sr. Account Manager
JAndricola@faulkner.com
609-654-6266